Since it was founded in 1970, Middlesex Community College has focused on the future of education. Today, it is one of the largest community colleges in Massachusetts, with a 200-acre campus in Bedford and a vibrant campus in the heart of downtown Lowell.

The Middlesex Community College Foundation was created to ensure that MCC maintains its position as a recognized educational leader, as well as an innovative community partner, a provider of creative international initiatives, and an agent for regional economic growth and workforce development.

The work of the MCC Foundation would not be possible without the help of committed individuals, dedicated community partners and forward-thinking corporations who believe in the college and its mission. We welcome your participation in helping to strengthen the Middlesex college community.

- James W. Henderson, Chairman
MCC Foundation Board
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Annual Fund 2014

The Middlesex Community College Foundation Annual Fund provides additional funding to help the college focus on its future. MCC employees are invited to submit grant proposals to support projects, activities or equipment not funded through the regular college budget process that will have an immediate and meaningful impact on the college community. Members of the Foundation Stewardship Committee, with the Executive Director of the Foundation, review and approve all applications using the guidelines and budget parameters set by the MCC Foundation Board. In its eight-year history, the Annual Fund has provided a total of $410,000 for a total of 100 grants.

2014 Annual Fund awards $49,723 in grants.

- Yankee Dental – $704
- Student ePortfolio Showcase – $840
- Video Recording Camera and Wiring – $1,000
- Student Emergency Fund – $1,481
- Science Teaching Models – Human ½ life size blood vessel models – $1,584
- Bedford Community Garden Shade Structure – $1,987
- MCC Online Literary Journal – $2,250
- LiveScribe Smartpen Initiative – $3,059
- Defamation Play – $3,250
- "Practicing College" Pedagogy for English Faculty – $4,000
- Ceramics and Art Studio Equipment – $4,588
- Building a Peer Advising Program – $5,000
- The Democracy Commitment (TDC) National Conference – $5,000
- Faculty and Staff Professional Development – $5,000
- MCC 360: An Interactive Virtual Tour – $5,000
- Social Media (The Career Place) – $5,000
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Ruth Clark
Edward Chapdelaine
Dr. Cynthia R. Butters
Ann Buskey
Kimberly Burns and Richard Castrios
Patricia A. Bruno
Kathleen M. Bradley
Margaret Bloy
Maria F. Arambel
Jennifer Aradhya
Janet G. Abbott
n
Anonymous
Peyton Paxson and Karen L. Muncaster
John Warren and Karen Warren '74

The following donors have generously contributed to the 2014 Annual Fund

President’s Circle - $1,000 & up
Marie C. Caruso
Dr. Carole A. Cowan
Maria D. Curina
Ken and Carter Dunn
Richard Frank, R.N.
Mary Jo Griffin
Rick and Martha Hanson
Jim and Eileen Henderson
Leah N. Knowton
Jay and Patti Linnehan
Barbara Luddy
John Lyons
Gary and Rosemarie McPhee
Sarah Anne Quast
Lura and Robert Smith
The SUN

Provoost’s Circle - $500 to $999
Robert J. Avelward
David and Elizabeth Basile
Marc and Judy Burke
Bill Cahillane ‘85
William J. Chemelli ‘75 and Mary A. Chemelli
Gloria and Charles Dough
Vicki Porter Courtemanche ‘00
John and Colleen Cox
Carolyn Delehanty ‘91
Joanna M. Delfino
Dr. James W. Dottin, Jr.
Phyllis S. Gleason ‘83
Donna Gray
Philip H. Muhler
Dennis and Cassi Mulvihill
Elia and Michael Marmik
Eline and Brian Martin
Terrence and Kathleen McCarthy
John and Barbara Pearson
John and Paula Pitcher
Kathy Rich ‘99
Janice Rogoff ‘14 and Bruce Rogoff
Alice Rouse
Mark Schetky ‘85 and Catherine Massimino Schetky ‘06
Gina Spaziani
Mr. and Mrs. Robert C. Spinney
Thomas F. Walsh
Anonymous

Dean’s Circle - $300 to $499
Jonathan Crockett
Beth Fraser
Cathy Larson
Daniel and Adrienne Martin
Kent H. Mitchell
Jeanne E. Newhall
Peyton Paxson and Karen Muncaster
John Warren and Karen Warren ‘74
Anonymous

Honors Circle - $100 to $299
Janet G. Abbott
Jennifer Aradhya
Maria F. Arambel
Billierica Access Television, Inc.
Margaret Bleichman
Margaret Bloy
Kathleen M. Bradley
Christopher J. Brennan
Patricia A. Bruno
Kimberly Burns and Richard Castrios
Ann Buskey
Dr. Cynthia R. Butters
Christina Cashman and Miranda Cashman ‘14
Iris Chandler
Edward Chapdelaine
Alisa Chapman
Ruth Clark
Evelyn Clements and Vincent Catachico
Donna Corbin ‘08 and Thomas Corbin
Mary Anne and Richard Dean
Cassie DeChello

Betty DiGangi
Lisa D. Doucet
Terry Downes and Annie O’Connor Downes
Susan A. Egan
Robert Fena
Pamela Fishery
Vincent P. Furman, Jr.
Darlene Furtado
Joseph Gardner
James and Marie Gyany
Katherine Galway
Orian H. Greene
Jean Hammend
Christine Healey ‘08 and Charles Poutasse
James and Karen Hicks
Sharon Jette
Elizabeth F. Jones ‘92
Juniper Networks
Robert Kauffuss
Michael and Deborah Kearney
Jessie Klein
JoAnne Lamoureux
Amy and Mike Lee
Donald G. Leitch, Ph.D.
Allen and Barbara Levesque
Eileen N. Linscott
Brenda Loucks
Jennifer Luddy and Seth Dunn
Falita A. MacElliott
Mary F. McGurn ‘01
Joan and George Mahoney
Mary Ellen Maney
Don Margulis
Mental Health Association of Greater Lowell
Aen M. Montminy
Jo Mucci
Jim and Mari Mulllen
Audrey M. Nahabedian
William and Linda O’Neil
Theodora M. Ottariano
Paul and Rose Patev
Michael Perceo
John and Kim Petrin
Albert Pinconce
Michael V. Portomusso
Linda Zodiaco Price ‘76
Catherine Pride
Margaret Rack
Alejandro Raya
Kathleen E. Register
Grethel Robinson
Esther R. Rosenman-Hochman
Vanessa Ruiz-Zamora ‘05
Armie Ruxman
John D. Savage
Kathleen K. Scully
Lee Shurtleff ‘96
John B. Smith
Margaret Swan
Duane and Anne Taylor
Charles F. Twomyer, Jr.
Thomas Vaughn
Michael Williamson
James and Deborah Walsh
Mary Wang
Dr. Maxwell G. Whiting
Susan Woods
Linda and Roger Young
Anonymous (B)

Friends Circle - up to $99
Andrea Albertson-Shea
Nancy J. Baccari
Richard and Jeanne Canale
Charlotte A. Cardullo ‘97 and William Cardullo
Carol Carlson ‘98
Mark A. Casey
Andrew Carosso
Genevieve D. Cousins ‘00
Doreen Deshler ‘11
Gail A. Desrochers ‘86
Elaine Gaudette
Paul A. Guerino ‘91
Ann Hale
Carol B. Henry
Patricia K. Hetzer ‘95
Lisa M. Hiltlman ‘12
Fay Marie Hirschau ‘13
Lucy R. Iacovella ‘90
Innovative Fabrications, Inc.
Joanne Jaber Gavun
John J. Joyce
R. Ellis and C. Kamasaki
Jill Keller
Michael F. Kilkeary
Gerard Leary ‘90 and Patricia Leary
William and Elaine Lekas
Vince and Rose MacDonald
William G. Mackenzie
Leah MacPherson
Charles Morelli ‘90 and Bo Morelli
Jay E. Marquedant
Edith McEvoy
Ray McKern
Juana T. Elwin
Jigisha D. Patel ‘11
Meagan E. Phillips
Nancy Roberts
Diane C. Rosse and Albert J. Rosse III
Evy Saulich
Aire-Maja Schwann
Carolyn Stock
Michael R. Tramont
Lisa and Joseph Tuzzolo
Nancy Butea Vegia ‘11
Richard and Mary Walsh
Melissa C. Welch
Bob Wheeler
Jane F. Wiggins
Martha Wright ‘01
Marilyn F. Yao ’98
Sylvia Yeung
Anonymous (S)

2015 Annual Fund Campaign Contributions

The following donors generously contributed to the 2015 Annual Fund Campaign during the fall of 2014. The 2015 Annual Fund Campaign continues through August 2015.

President’s Circle - $1,000 & up
Robert J. Avelward
Maria C. Caruso
Maria D. Curina
Richard Frank, R.N.
Rick and Martha Hanson
Jim and Eileen Henderson
Leah N. Knowton
Jay and Patti Linnehan
John Lyons
Gary and Rosemarie McPhee
Sarah Anne Quast
Lura and Robert Smith
Warren A. Zaleberek ‘95

Provoost’s Circle - $500 to $999
Marc and Judy Burke
Vicki Porter Courtemanche ‘00
John and Colleen Cox
Joanna M. Delfino
Dr. James W. Dottin, Jr.
Phyllis S. Gleason ‘83
Mary Jo Griffin
Dennis and Cassi Mulvihill
Elie and Brian Martin
Father Anthony R. Carrilo ‘88
Kathleen M. Bradley
Margaret Bleichman
Janet G. Abbott
Margaret Bloy
Edward Chapdelaine
Alisa Chapman
Evelyn Clements and Vincent Catachico
Cassie DeChello
Carolyn Delehanty ‘91
Betty DiGangi
Terry Downes and Annie O’Connor Downes
Susan A. Egan
Vincent P. Furman, Jr.
James and Marie Gyany
Katherine Galway
Orian H. Greene
Jean Hammend
Christine Healey ‘08 and Charles Poutasse
James and Karen Hicks
Sharon Jette
Elizabeth F. Jones ‘92
Juniper Networks
Robert Kauffuss
Michael and Deborah Kearney
Jessie Klein
JoAnne Lamoureux
Amy and Mike Lee
Donald G. Leitch, Ph.D.
Allen and Barbara Levesque
Eileen N. Linscott
Brenda Loucks
Jennifer Luddy and Seth Dunn
Falita A. MacElliott
Mary F. McGurn ‘01
Joan and George Mahoney
Mary Ellen Maney
Don Margulis
Mental Health Association of Greater Lowell
Aen M. Montminy
Jo Mucci
Jim and Mari Mulllen
Audrey M. Nahabedian
William and Linda O’Neil
Theodora M. Ottariano
Paul and Rose Patev
Michael Perceo
John and Kim Petrin
Albert Pinconce
Michael V. Portomusso
Linda Zodiaco Price ‘76
Catherine Pride
Margaret Rack
Alejandro Raya
Kathleen E. Register
Grethel Robinson
Esther R. Rosenman-Hochman
Vanessa Ruiz-Zamora ‘05
Armie Ruxman
John D. Savage
Kathleen K. Scully
Lee Shurtleff ‘96
John B. Smith
Margaret Swan
Duane and Anne Taylor
Charles F. Twomyer, Jr.
Thomas Vaughn
Michael Williamson
James and Deborah Walsh
Mary Wang
Dr. Maxwell G. Whiting
Susan Woods
Linda and Roger Young
Anonymous (B)

Friends Circle - up to $99
Sandi Albertson-Shea
Debbie Bikala ‘07
Nancy Butea Vegia ‘11
Charlotte A. Cardullo ‘97 and William Cardullo
Cheryl and Thomas Carey ‘91

Dean’s Circle - $300 to $499
Lois A. Alves
Jonathan Crockett
Amy and Mike Lee
Kent H. Mitchell
Jeanne E. Newhall
Peyton Paxson and Karen L. Muncaster
John Warren and Karen Warren ‘74

Honors Circle - $100 to $299
Janet G. Abbott
Maria F. Arambel
Margaret Bleichman
Kathleen M. Bradley
Kimberly Burns and Richard Castrios
Father Anthony R. Carrilo ‘88
Mark A. Casey
Edward Chapdelaine
Alisa Chapman
Evelyn Clements and Vincent Catachico
Cassie DeChello
Carolyn Delehanty ‘91
Betty DiGangi
Terry Downes and Annie O’Connor Downes
Susan A. Egan
Vincent P. Furman, Jr.
James and Marie Gyany
Katherine Galway
Steve and Tina Gomes
Orian H. Greene
Christine Healey ‘08 and Charles Poutasse
James and Karen Hicks
Sharon J. Hette
R. Ellis and C. Kamasaki
Robert Kauffuss
Michael and Deborah Kearney
Jessie Klein
JoAnne Lamoureux
Donald G. Leitch, Ph.D.
Elaine N. Linscott
Jennifer Luddy and Seth Dunn
Philip H. Muhler
Juan and George Mahoney
Theresa Mello-Kopka ‘03
Douglas E. Moffat
Jo Mucci
Jim and Mari Mulllen
Audrey M. Nahabedian
William and Linda O’Neil
Theodora M. Ottariano
Paul and Rose Patev
Michael Perceo
Michael V. Portomusso
Kathryn Pupillo
Nancy Quinn
Alejandro Raya
Katherine E. Register
Grethel Robinson
Alice Rouse
Aimee Rusman
John Savage
Kathleen K. Scully
Lee Shurtleff ‘96
John B. Smith
Margaret Swan
Duane and Anne Taylor
Charles F. Twomyer, Jr.
Thomas Vaughn
Michael Williamson
James and Deborah Walsh
Mary Wang
Dr. Maxwell G. Whiting
Susan Woods
Linda and Roger Young
Anonymous (S)

For further information about the MCC Foundation’s Annual Report, please contact Gretchen Robinson at 781-280-3544 or robinsong@middlesex.mass.edu
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Commencement Photos, Inc./Jack and Terry O'Connor
Best Western Plus Chelmsford Inn
AV Presentations
Red Mill Graphics
Royall and Valerie Mack
Maureen and Arnold Lerner
The Hanson Family
Enterprise Bank
Cummings Properties, LLC
Circle Health
CampusWorks, Inc.
The Lowell Five Cent Savings Bank
Watermark
WCAP

Friends of the College Sponsor
David and Elizabeth Basile/Janney Montgomery Scott
Charlie and Karen Benway
Kathleen M. Bradley
Jack and Denise Bradshaw
Marc and Judy Burke
CABOT CORPORATION
John Cogliano
Patrick and Jackie Cook
John and Colleen Cox
Terry Donovan and Annie O'Connor Downes
Everett Co-operative Bank
Gallagher & Cavanagh, LLP
Genios Ford-Lincoln-Kia
Abbey L. Henderson
Jeanne D'Arc Credit Union
Lovell Police Academy
Lovell Spinners/Drew Weber
Lovell Tooth Doc/Dr. Maria Ramos and Brian Comea, Esp.
John and Denise Lyons
Mario’s Furniture
Gary and Rosemarie McPhee
John and Paula Pitcher
PrideStar EMS
Alice House
Molly Sheehy
Lura and Robert Smith
James and Sandra Stella
Niko Tsiangas
University of Massachusetts Lowell
Wilderness Creations
Woodard & Curran
Joe and Danielle Zado

Donations
Clae Andreasen and Neal Winning
Maria D. Chirra
Duane and Linda Fox
Harders Photography
William D. Hart
Elia and Michael Mamik
Windrush Farms

Student Success Fund
The Student Success Fund assists a growing number of MCC students who are struggling to pay for their college education.

President’s Circle - $1,000 & up
Goodrich ISR Systems
J. M. Walters

Provost’s Circle - $500 to $999
William J. Chemelli ‘75 and Mary A. Chemelli
James L. Cooney Insurance Agency
Jeanne D’Arc Credit Union
Jack and Terry O’Connor
Richard and Carol Reed

Honors Circle - $100 to $299
Joanne Caruso, D.D.
Christina Cashman and Miranda Cashman ‘14
Diane Deluca

Lisa and Henry Houis
Lenoir Catering Co., Inc.
Scott Mackenzie ’92
Patricia R. Wagner ’79
Drew Weber
Anonymous

Friends Circle - up to $99
Kayla Crowley
Diane Harden
Carol B. Henry
Constance Phillips and Stephen Hines
Livy Law Group
Sandra Marshall
Carmel Malone
Omega Management Group
Patricia Pattison
Danene Peters
Antonio Sarandrea and Teresa Antonelli

Buy-A-Brick Campaign
Academic Peers Leading Undergraduate Success (APLUS) Club
Jeanne Barron
Betty DiDangi
Jackie Fallon
Susan and Kevin Fitzpatrick
Jay Lincoln

Planned Giving
Student Emergency Fund
Esther R. Rosenman-Hochman

MCC Foundation Scholarships, Awards and Fellowships
The MCC Foundation offers a variety of scholarships to current students to help them reach their educational goals.

Emily Bourdet Memorial Scholarship
Mathew Boule Memorial Scholarship
BFU/Dr. Jeffrey Chuan Chiu Memorial Fellowship
Robert Gatallo Scholarship
Audrey A. Cogliano Memorial Scholarship
Dr. Camille A. Cowan Scholarship
Celebrity Forum Scholarships
John Costello Memorial Scholarship
Olga Costello Memorial Scholarship
John Michael Delehanty Memorial Scholarship
Gerardine B. Deragon Scholarship
Distinguished Student Leader Awards
Carol Dandorf Scholarship
Keri-Lyn (Glossary) Farley Scholarship
Kim Forte Memorial Scholarship
Catherine L. Goudvin Memorial Scholarship
The Muriel G. Harvey Memorial Scholarship
John M. Kenugh Memorial Scholarship
Mavis Leno Scholarship
Lexington-Concord Chapter of the Armed Forces Communications & Electronics Association (AFCEA) Scholarship
The Charles and Olga Malters Memorial Scholarship
Markows-M-Dandorf Scholarship
Tom McKay Memorial Scholarship
Middlesex Community College Foundation
Merrit Award
Robert Minue Memorial Scholarship
Nashoba Valley Healthcare Fund Scholarship
(Administered by the Greater Lowell Community Foundation)
New England Woodworkers (NEWCO) Scholarship
Northeast Association of Realtors Scholarship
Thomas O’Mahony “Spirit of Excellence Award”
Barbara B. Solomon Scholarship
Securities Security Scholarship
Ray Shea Memorial Scholarship
Luna Smith Scholarship
Verena Stair Memorial Scholarship
Paul Sheehy Scholarship
Support Staff Scholarship
Judith Tanuzi Technical Writing Certificate Scholarship
Shirley W. Thiedemann Memorial Scholarship
College of TREO Programs Scholarship
Unlabeled Scholarship

External Scholarships
The following scholarships are offered by external organizations and foundations to help students with tuition and fees.
The Action and Truth Foundation
Alternatives for Youth Foundation, Inc.
The Andonna Society
A.W. Chesterton Company
Bedford Rotary Foundation Inc
Billerica Scholarship Foundation
Bob’s Discount Furniture $250,000
High School Scholarship Award
Burlington Foundation Scholarship Fund
Cambridge Savings Charitable Foundation
Center For Scholarship Admin Inc.
Citizens Scholarship Foundation of America, Inc.
City of Watertown
CSF of Bedford Dollars For Scholars Inc
DeMoulas Market Basket
Dracut Scholarship Foundation Inc.
/ Dozens of Scholars
Enterprise Bank
Essex County Community Foundation
Fitzgerald Parent Teacher Org Inc.
Friends of the Community Learning Center
Greater Lowell Korean War Veterans Assoc
Greater Lowell Technical Graphic
Instructors Memorial Choir
Greater Lowell Technical High School
Greater Lowell Technical High School / Dorothy Reid, RN Scholarship
Greater Lowell Technical Memorial Scholarship Fund
Hy-Vielle Farm Inc.
John Hoyt Scholarship
(York County Federal Credit Union
Joshi Willard Hayden Recreation Centre Inc
Lowell High School
Lowell Public Schools
Lowell Public Schools K-8 Student Activity Account
Massachusetts Elea Charitable Trust
Merthuen Ranger Band Parents Assoc.
New England Parenteral Drug Assoc. Scholarship
Newport Harbor Charitable Trust Fund
Newton Public Schools/
Barbara Sulkin Lourie Memorial Award
One Family Inc.
Partners Healthcare
Pennickyk Water Works, Inc.
Pepfittors Assoc Local Union 537 UA General Fund
Red Sox Foundation
Robert G. Ahern Scholarship Trust Fund
Robin Hood School/FTO, INC.
Scholarship America
Scholarship America (Northrop Gruman Scholarship
Sharon Ellen Clark Scholarship Fund
Shawsheen Valley Technical High School
South Portland High School Dollars for Scholars
Stacy Stott Memorial Fund
The Biais Foundation C/O Biais Co
T.J.K Companies
Town of Billerica
Town of Groton Frank Water’s Vocational Education Fund
Town of Porter
Town of Stoneham
Tri County Teachers Assoc
Uiname & Mass General Hospital
Waltham Senior High School
Winchester Scholarship Foundation
Woburn School Dollars for Scholars

Transfer Scholarships
A number of scholarships are available to MCC students planning to transfer from MCC to bachelor’s degree programs.
Boston University Metropolitan College, Scholarship for Community College Graduates
Charter Oak Transfer Scholarship for Community College Graduates
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Susan Costello

Officer

BTU International Corporation

Memorial Fellowship

Scott Wilson

Carolyn Wilson

Michael Verrochi

Howard Tarlow

F. William Smith

Henry Schniewind

R. Edward Roach

Makepar Corporation

Michael and Katherine O'Sullivan

Kate O'Sullivan and Troy Gardner

Leo and Margaret McSweeney

John and Sondra Lucente

Gary Litchfield

Jay and Patti Linnehan

Pauline Kenney

Kenneth and Veronica Kelley

Bill and Rose Ann Holden

Kenneth and Veronica Kelley

Pauline Kenney

Jay and Patti Limeham

Gary Linfield

John and Sondra Lucente

Dennis and Cassi Malvers

Michael Martigetti

John McKenna

Leo and Margaret McSweeney

Charles and Ellen Merzor

Richard and Barbara Michaelson

Sheilla Murphy

Michael and Mary Murray

Kate O'Sullivan and Troy Gardner

Michael and Katherine O'Sullivan

Michael A. Piccirillo

Susan Poirier

Makarap Corporation

R. Edward Roach

Henry Schniewind

F. William Smith

Howard Tarlow

Charlene Trebach

Michael Verrochi

Carolyn Wilson

Scott Wilson

Dr. Jeffrey Chuan Chu Memorial Fellowship

BTU International Corporation

John V. Costello Memorial Scholarship Fund

Susan Costello

Olga Costello Memorial Scholarship Fund

Walter A. Costello

Dr. Carole A. Cowan Scholarship

Hector Agostini

Santi Albertson-Shea

Susan H. Alexander, Esq.

All Sports Heroes

Lois A. Alves

An Appreciative Donor

Susan Anderson

Dea Andreatis and Neal Winnig

Astistes & Company, PC.

President Robert Antonucci

Fitchburg State University

Jennifer Aradhya

Barbara Lee Ash

President Daniel Asquino/

Mt. Wachusett Community College

Robert J. Awkward

Nancy J. Baccari

Marja-Leena Bailey

Lee Barberi

Virginia D. Barrell

Paul Barrio

David and Elizabeth Basile

Linda Bass

Margaret Bleichman

Margaret Boy

Arthur and Jane Boland

Ashanti and Oberin Boothe

Deborah Botker

Kathleen M. Bradley

Jack Brashaw

Ruth Bramson

Patricia A. Bruno

Marcy and Judy Burns

Kimberly Burns and Richard Castriss

Carlynn Burt

Dr. Cynthia R. Butters

Donna Cady

CampaWorks Inc.

The Career Place

Christina Cassidy

Robert Cataldo

Iris Chandler

Alisa Chapman

Ashish and Usha Chatterjee

Jackson Choe ’11

John and Linda Chemaly

William J. Chemelli ’75 and Mary A. Chemelli

John Chemaly

Mary D’Arrigo

Mary D’Arrigo

Peter and Pamela D’Arrigo

Mary D’Arrigo

David and Kathy D’Arrigo

John DeMichiello

Marilyn Dinapoli

David and Priscilla Eagle

Jean and Jack Fahey

Gerty G. Gaglioti

Bill and Rose Ann Holden

Kenneth and Veronica Kelley

Pauline Kenney

Jay and Patti Limeham

Gary Linfield

John and Sondra Lucente

Dennis and Cassi Malvers

Michael Martigetti

John McKenna

Leo and Margaret McSweeney

Charles and Ellen Merzor

Richard and Barbara Michaelson

Sheilla Murphy

Michael and Mary Murray

Kate O’Sullivan and Troy Gardner

Michael and Katherine O’Sullivan

Michael A. Piccirillo

Susan Poirier

Makarap Corporation

R. Edward Roach

Henry Schniewind

F. William Smith

Howard Tarlow

Charlene Trebach

Michael Verrochi

Carolyn Wilson

Scott Wilson

Dr. Jeffrey Chuan Chu Memorial Fellowship

BTU International Corporation

John V. Costello Memorial Scholarship Fund

Susan Costello
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Nesmith House
Out of School Youth
BRIDGE Program
MCC Foundation
Safety Net Fund
Desai Launch Pad Project

Alice Rouse
Catherine Rouse
Christopher Minue
Dennis and Cassi Malvers
Memorial Scholarship Fund
JDM Foundation
Memorial Scholarship
Women of Wilmington
Anne Wilbur
Brenda and Christopher Vollmar
Lisa and Michael Torchio
Sherrie Saint-Amant
Debra and Edward Reynolds
Kirsten Pizzotti
Deborah and Joseph Lanfranchi
Susan and Robert Ash
Nina and Arthur Anton
Susan and Robert Ash
Susan and Michael Bianchi
Jacqueline and Steven Bouley
Mary Jane Clapp
Lori and Darron Courtney
Rosemarie DeFeolce
Marilyn and Alfred DiSalvo
Maureen Dolan-Harris and Richard Harris
Susan and Roy Epstein
Louis Forte
Darlene and Charles Fusco
Susan and David Hamblen
Beaury Julian
Deborah and Joseph Lamranchi
Wendy Liston
Maureen McGinnile
Kirsten Pozzito
Debra and Edward Reynolds
Maureen and Robert Roach
Sheine Saint-Amant
Lynn and James Santere
Jean Sasso
Luella Surette and Sharon Nelson
Lisa and Michael Tootoh
Brenda and Christopher Vollmar
Matthew and Susan Waddick
Stephen and Maureen Weisner
Anne Wilbur
Women of Wilmington
Catherine Goodwin
Memorial Scholarship
Elizabeth A. Long
Mavis Leno Scholarship Fund
JDM Foundation
Charles and Olga Malvers
Memorial Scholarship Fund
Dennis and Cassi Malvers
Robert Minue Memorial Scholarship
Sarah Minue Gilson and Jeffrey Gilson
Christopher Minue
Catherine Rouse
Alice Rouse
Nashoba Valley Community Healthcare Fund Scholarship
Greater Lowell Community Foundation

New England Woodcarvers (NEWC) Scholarship
New England Woodcarvers Inc.

Thomas O’Maloney “Spirit of Excellence Award”
AFSEA Lexington-Concord Chapter
Securitas Security Scholarship
Securitas Security Services USA, Inc.

Ray Shea Memorial Scholarship

Paul Sheehy Memorial Scholarship
Karen Abbene ’00
Paula O. Abraham ’90
Mary and John Abraham
Sandi Albertson-Shea
Lois A. Alves
Patricia and John Ambolian
Harriet J. Angegostopolus
Normand and Lucille Ayotte
M & M Bease
Dianne and Gerald Boutil
Thomas W. Brennan Real Estate
Marion L. Brousseau
Judith and Joseph Burns
Emily Byrne
Gil and Marilyn Campbell
Anita and James Campbell
M. Sheila Carney
Deb and John Ciccolo
Ignatius and Claire Czczek
Helaine Cieg
Beverly Coughlin
Ann E. Craven
Maria, Paul and Patrick Cunha
Mary L. Curran
Laura E. Dawes
Mary Anne and Richard Dean
Judge Leslie Donahue
Nancy and Richard Donahue
Gloria Donahue
Francis J. Duggan III
George and Carol Duncan
Margaret M. Edwards
Joan and Stephen Elder
Enterprise Bank
Hon. Patricia A. Flynn
Alan and Deborah Friedman
Francis and Nancy Funaro
Vincent P. Funaro, Jr.
Darlene Funkt
Marilyn Galligian
James and Marie Geary
William C. Geary
Katherine and Stephen Geary
Paula S. Gendron
Robert Gilman
Donna and Paul Gleason
Barbara A. Green
Anita Greenwood, Dean of Education - UMass Lowell
Patricia and Mark Guziek
Deborah Harlan
David Harron
Walter and Patricia Hart
Peggy Hassett
Richard and Mary Howe
Patricia A. Howe
Steven Joncas and Nancy Donahue
S. Pat Judge
Sarah Kavanagh
William L. Keegan
Brendan Keegan
Robert and Janet Kennedy
Colonel Robert J. Kilmarin and Cathleen M. Kilmarin
John and Sheila Lally
Jay and Patti Linnehan
Brenda Loucks
Margaret Loucraft
The Lowell Plan Inc.
Angela and John Lyons

Doris Mackie-Sullivan ’01 and Dennis Mackie-Sullivan
MacLean Charitable Foundation
Philip H. Mahler
Joan and George Mahoney
Sheelah Mahoney
Dennis and Cassi Malvers
Mary McLamon Mansur
Elies and Brian Martin
Mary McCaffrey
Michaela E. O’Neill McCann
William F. McCarty III
Kathy McDonnell
Mary Ann and James McMahon
Christopher Meehan
Pamela and James Mitchell
Frederick and Melissa Mynahan
Robert F. Murphy Jr.
Jemy and Kristine Murphy
Kimberly and Jonathan Nash
Patricia and William Nickles
Paula Niznak
Mary Ann Nocneuk
Patricia Noreau
John G. Perry
Donald and Patricia Pierson
John and Paula Pitcher
Daniel Ragan
Tadeusz H. Rurak
Eleanor and James Ryan
Marina and Peter Schioppa
Mary E. Sharkey
Philip Shea
Rebeute Sheehy
Patricia and Thomas Sheehy
Patricia and Kevin Sheehy
Anne Sheehy
Luna and Robert Smith
Mr. and Mrs. Robert C. Spencey
Jacquelyn Stowell
Mary R. Sullivan
Joyce and Charles Sullivan
Elizabeth J. Sullivan
Martha M. Sullivan
Thomas E. Sweeney
Frank and Patricia Sullivan Taylor
Patricia and William Taupier
Patricia Tobin
M. Elizabeth Townsend
George Tsapatsaris
Charles F. Twomey, Jr.
Jean Ward
Joanne Yestramski

Paul H. Sullivan Scholarship
Theresa Sullivan

Verena Stair Scholarship
Brian Huppi

Support Staff Scholarship
Jeanne Barron
Betsy DiIanni
Anonymous

Special Programs
The following donors have generously supported MCC special programs in 2014
BRIDGE Program
Nathaniel and Elizabeth P. Stevens Foundation
Suzanne Smith Burdon Fund
The Center for Community College Workforce Training
The Boston Foundation
Desai Launch Pad Project
Samir and Nilima Desai
Lowell Middlesex Academy Charter School (LMACS)
TJX Companies, Inc.

MCC Foundation
Bottling Group LLC
Commonwealth of Massachusetts Employees Charitable Campaign
Next Generation Vending, LLC
Tomgas Industrial History Center
Mother’s Memorial Fund
Pat S. Hyde
Robert McNeil
Anonymous

Nemish House
The Garden Club Federation of Massachusetts, Inc.
Out of School Youth
Mark and Elisia Saab / Saab Family Foundation
Safety Net Fund
Aubert J. Fay Charitable Fund
Lura Smith Fund
Shirley K. Attoh
Rosemary Agidie
Sandi Albertson-Shea
Clementine and William Alexis
Lois A. Alves
Bryan and Angela Anderson
Laurna F. Armiton
Athenian Corner Restaurant & Lounge
Peter and Rosemary Auclera
Dorothy B. Avens
Aigene and Mary Bailey
Lee Barbieri
Lorraine Barra
Sharon Biecher
Ashanti and Obilom Booth
Deloris Borders and Carl Willkerson
James Bonom
Curtis Bradley
Paul Bradinax
Camille Brown
Christine Burke
Marc and Judy Burke
Nathanhal and Anita Brews
Daniel and Nancy Bush
Janet Cahiil
Daniel and Lisa Calvo
Rosaline Cameron
Edward Caufield
Calevalo’s Restaurant
Brian and Mary Chapman
Ashish and Usha Chatterjee
Community Teamwork, Inc.
Donna Corbin ’01 and Thomas Corbin
Kathleen Corey-Rahme
Sean and Maryann Coughlin
Carol A. Coxen
Dr. Carole A. Coxen
Margaretta Cox
John and Colleen Cox
Margaretta Cox
Joni Crandall
Elaine F. Crandall
Moria D. Cunha
Claudette and Curtis Dawkins
Leo and Judith Drewing
Nick Diamond Entertainment
Betty DiOgange
Lisa Dobrin
Nancy and Richard Donahue
Terry Downes and Anne O’Connor Downes
Eileen Dopper
Dave and Catherine Dubinsky
George and Carol Duncan
Michael Duroff
Jim Dymton
The Edge Group
Esther R. Ellis
Enterprise Bank
Linda Falar
Adrian Federico
Tim and Marianne Felter
Newell Flather
Neil Fowelling
Beth Fraser
Karen N. Frederick
Hemmena T. Gardner
Denise Barrow-Prutt
Dina Gilligan
Mary Lee Goguen  
Greater Lowell Community Foundation  
Greater Lowell Engineering Associates, LLC  
Charlene E. Greene  
Mary Jo Griffin  
Katherine Harbison  
Emestino Harrison and Claude Brown  
Peggy Hassett  
Janet and Michael Hickey  
Mr. and Mrs. Richard P. Hove, Jr.  
Verna Hughes  
Doris G. Hurley  
Vernis and Emerald Jackson  
Alfred James  
Gloria F. Johnson  
Dorvalyn J. Kerr  
James Kerr and Rita Bonazzo-Kerr  
Demetrious A. Lamar  
Adine Latimore  
Douglas Leaffer  
Lenzi Catering Co., Inc.  
Karen J. Levitt  
Jay and Patti Linehan  
William F. Liptich  
M aria Lopez  
Brenda Lounds  
Lorraine Loughlin  
The Lowell Kiwanis Foundation, Inc.  
Michaelina Lumenello  
Rashida Mack  
Mego Restorations  
Irena and Steven Maguire  
Donald Main  
Dennis and Cassi Malvers  
Roy and Edith Mathieu  
Creamy McKinney  
Gary and Rosemarie McPhee  
Joe and Nancy Meehan  
Rita Mercier  
Dr. Priscilla B. Millin and Rev. Paul D. Millin  
Willie Mitchell  
Ellen and Darmany Montoya  
Gloria Moore-VAughn  
Joseph and Linda Morabito  
Amsi Morales ’02  
Leisl M. Morin  
John Moynihan  
Anne Mulvey  
William and Thelma Murphy  
Glenda Murphy  
Judith D. Murray  
Uta S. Musgraves  
Louise C. Myers  
Mary L. Negrieras  
Philip S. Nyman, Esq  
Cencillia Obika  
Mary Rose O’Connell  
Catherine V. O’Donnell  
Don and Jeanne Ouellette  
Nels and Peggy Palm  
Richard and Donna Peterson  
Michael and Judith Pigeon  
John and Paula Pitcher  
Cecile Provencher  
Susan Purdy  
Marion and Bruce Riddick  
Shamir J. Rivera  
Nancy and George Robb  
Rev. Sylvia Robinson  
Bruce and Susan Robinson  
Erd J. Roche  
Patricia Stammell  
Marina and Peter Schell  
Virginia M. Scott  
Chris A. Scott  
Benjamin Selling  
Philip J. Sisson  
Irving and Audrey Smith  
Barbara A. Smith  
Ellen Spiegel  
Rosalie Stewart  
C. Thomas & Associates  
Shirley A. Thomas  
Jean R. Troustine  
Saffire Tucker ’88 and Bowa Tucker  
Rose Marie and Emanuel Tucker  
David Turcotte and Margarita Zapata-Turcotte  
John Daviel and Susan Turcotte-Gavel  
Charles F. Twomey, Jr.  
Ms. Mary L. Terrell  
Georgine and John Walsh  
James and Deborah Walsh  
Andrea Weaver  
Drew Weiber  
Danny Webster  
Colleen and Joseph Winn  
Anthony Wray  
Alan and Denise Wynn  
Anonymous (4)  
Strings for Cambodia  
Pat S. Hyde  
Paul H. Sullivan Leadership Institute  
BNI Refereral Team  
Greater Lowell Community Foundation  
Meekit Technology, Inc.  
John and Paula Pitcher  
Catherine Scott  
Paul Sullivan “SULLY” Book Sponsor  
Demoulas Foundation  
Chris & Jean Egan Foundation  
Lowell Sun Charities, Inc.  
Martin Meehan  
Preserving Cambodian Classical Music  
The Theodore Edson Parker Foundation  
Supportive Mind/Body Education Program  
Ciccolo Family Foundation  
Raymond and Grace Ciccolo  
Veterans Acupuncture Clinic  
Raymond and Grace Ciccolo  
National Automobile Dealers Charitable Foundation  
\[\text{Gifts-in-Kind}\]  
The following donors have provided gifts-in-kind to support MCC’s academic, co-curricular, and community programs.  
AI Presentations  
Boton Orchards  
Follett College Stores, Inc.  
Hankins Photography  
Imaging Associates  
Narendra Kapadia  
LaBeirche, Inc.  
Mario’s Furniture  
Madeline Murphy  
New England Parenteral Drug Association  
One Dental Care  
Red Mill Graphics  
Waltham Fields Community Farm  
WCAP  
Robert Westaway  
Wilderness Creations  
Windrush Farm  
\[\text{2014 External Grants}\]  
\[\text{AAU - Bridging Cultures to Form a Nation: Difference, Community, and Democratic}\]  
American Association of Colleges and Universities Matthew Olson (Humanities)  
\[\text{ABLE/STEM - Additional Funding to Support STEM Transfer}\]  
Department of Higher Education Kathleen Sweeney (Health and STEM)  
\[\text{ABLE/STEM - STEM First-Year Experience Seminar}\]  
Department of Higher Education Kathleen Sweeney (Health and STEM)  
\[\text{Adult Community Learning Center}\]  
Massachusetts Department of Education Linda Molloy (Adult Learning Center)  
\[\text{Americorp VISTA MCC/ Lowell Public School Liaison}\]  
Massachusetts Campus Compact Carina Self (Social Science and Human Services)  
\[\text{Bridges to College - PAC Project}\]  
Massachusetts Department of Higher Education Patricia Demaras (International/Multicultural)  
\[\text{Bridging the Gap to Safety}\]  
Nathaniel and Elizabeth Stevens Foundation Ellen Spiegel (Bridge Program)  
\[\text{Building Careers in Early Childhood - Region III Professional Development Grant}\]  
Department of Early Education and Care Nancy Higgins (Education) regional partnerships  
\[\text{CDBG - Out of School Youth}\]  
HJD Community Development Block Grants Maria Curria (Campus Manager’s Office)  
\[\text{Changing Lives Through Literature}\]  
Massachusetts Judiciary System Jean Troustine (Humanities)  
\[\text{Coaching for Writing Across the Curriculum High School - Course Level 503048}\]  
Northeast Regional Readiness Center Kim Banns  
\[\text{Direct Support Professional Training Program}\]  
Massachusetts Department of Mental Retardation Julia Minas (Academic Advising Center)  
\[\text{Dual Enrollment Program}\]  
Massachusetts Department of Higher Education Marilyn Gallagan (Admissions and Recruitment)  
\[\text{Dual Enrollment Program - Lowell High School}\]  
Lowell High School Marilyn Gallagan (Admissions and Recruitment)  
\[\text{E Ink - Workforce Training Grant}\]  
Massachusetts Division of Career Services Lisa Tuzzolo (Business and Industry)  
\[\text{East-West Center Title VI Project}\]  
U.S. Department of Education Donna Cadby (Global Education) partnership  
\[\text{Elliot Human Services - Rapid Response}\]  
Department of Higher Education Cherie Comeau (Business and Industry)  
\[\text{Entrepreneurship Immersion Course}\]  
Deshpande Foundation Deborah Walsh (Business Entrepreneurship and Legal Studies)  
\[\text{Expanding the MCC}\]  
Entrepreneurship Ecosystem  
Coleman Foundation Judith Hogan (Business, Education, and Public Service)  
\[\text{Face-to-Face Mediation 503129}\]  
Massachusetts Office of Attorney General Kenneth Dunn (Local Consumer)  
\[\text{GEAR-UP Massachusetts - MCC}\]  
U.S. Department of Education Colleen Winn (Gear Up)  
\[\text{Greater Lowell Community Foundation Trauma Fund 503060}\]  
Greater Lowell Community Foundation Ellen Spiegel (Bridge Program)  
\[\text{Greater Lowell WIB/Out-of-School Youth}\]  
Workforce Investment Act Grant Funds Maria Cunha (Campus Manager’s Office)  
\[\text{Greater Lowell WIB/In-school Youth}\]  
Workforce Investment Act Grant Funds Maria Cunha (Campus Manager’s Office)  
\[\text{Guided Pathways to Success in STEM (GPSTEM)}\]  
U.S. Department of Labor Kathleen Sweeney (Health and STEM) statewide partnerships  
\[\text{Health Career Pathways}\]  
Massachusetts Department of Education Linda Molloy (Adult Learning Center)  
\[\text{Inclusive Concurrent Enrollment}\]  
Massachusetts Executive Office of Education Susan Woods (Student Support Services)  
\[\text{Law Center - Massachusetts Office of Public Collaboration Funding}\]  
Massachusetts Office of Public Collaboration Funding Kenneth Dunn (Local Consumer)  
\[\text{Law Center Mediation Week Events}\]  
American Bar Association Kenneth Dunn (Local Consumer)  
\[\text{Linkages for Entrepreneurship Achievement Project - Implementation Grant}\]  
Higher Education Development Judith Hogan (Business, Education, and Public Service)  
\[\text{LMAC Healthy Lifestyles Project for At-Risk Youth}\]  
Mark and Elisia Saab Family Fund Marge McDevitt (LMAC)  
\[\text{LMAC SAAB Foundation Grant}\]  
Mark and Elisia Saab Family Fund Marge McDevitt (LMAC)  
\[\text{LMAC STEM Equipment & Supplies}\]  
Massachusetts Life Sciences Center Marge McDevitt (LMAC)  
\[\text{Local Consumer Protection}\]  
Massachusetts Office of Attorney General Kenneth Dunn (Local Consumer)  
\[\text{Lowell General Hospital - Rapid Response}\]  
Department of Higher Education Judith Burke (Community Education and Training)  
\[\text{Lowell High School - SCORE Project}\]  
Lowell High School Kenneth Dunn (Local Consumer)
Profiles

In Memory of Nem Chum
In Memory of Luisa and
In Memory of Thomas & Irene Riley
In Memory of Robert Minue
In Memory of Keri-Lyn Farley
In Memory of Peretz and
In Memory of Tom Chew
In Memory of Gerald McCarthy
In Memory of Matthew Zabierek
In Memory of Phillip S. Green
In Memory of Kaleigh & Shane Lambert
In Memory of John H. Judge
In Memory of Debra Chemelli-Evans
In Memory of Mary Ann Whitmore
In Memory of Emily Boudrot
In Memory of William and Mary Grady
In Memory of Genevieve
In Honor of Robert Minue
Susan A. Egan, Annual Fund 2014
In Memory of Frances Oliverio
Cheryl and Thomas Carey, Annual Fund 2015
In Memory of Rosa Penta
Louis Forte, Kim-Forte Scholarship Fund
In Memory of John D. Savage
Maria D. Cunha, Annual Fund 2014
In Memory of Jonas Grady
Goodrich ISR Systems
Greater Lowell Engineering Associates, LLC
Greater Merrimack Valley Convention & Visitors Bureau, Inc.
Hankins Photography
Imaging Associates
Innovative Fabrications, Inc.
Innsbruck Therapy, Inc.
Jeanne D’Arc Credit Union
JNB & Associates, LLC
Jongas Associates
Julian Lenz Hospitality Group, Inc.
Juniper Networks
LaBonte, Inc.
Lahay Hospital & Medical Center
Larz Catering Co., Inc.
Levit Law Group
Lowell Community Health Center
Lowell Free Cents Banking
Lowell General Hospital
The Lowell Plan Inc.
Lowell Police Academy
LowellSpinners / Drew Weber
Lowell Sun Charities, Inc.
Lowell Tooth Docs
Magnos Restorations
Mannucci Oil Company, Inc.
Margarette Mexican Restaurant
Mario’s Furniture
Mass Insight Education
Meerkat Technology, Inc.
Massachusetts Association of Greater Lowell
Merrimack Valley Food Bank
Merrimack Valley Housing Partnership
New England Parenteral Drug Association
New England Woodcarvers Inc.
Next Generation Vending, LLC
Nick Diamond Entertainment Agency
Office of the Middlesex District Attorney
Omega Management Group
One Dental Care
Pearson & Pearson, LLP
PRIDEStar EMS
Progress Software
Quinsigamond Community College
Red Mill Graphics
Sage Bank
Security Services USA, Inc.
Susanne Smith Purdon Fund
The SUN
The TJX Companies, Inc.
Thomas W. Bresnan Real Estate
Trinity E.M.S., Inc.
Tсингас Industrial History Center
University of Massachusetts Lowell
Velcro USA Inc.
Waltham Fields Community Farm
Washington Savings Bank
Watermark Environmental, Inc.
WCAP
Wilderness Creations
Windrush Farm
Woodard & Cuman

Corporate & Business Donors

Academic Feeds Leading Undergraduate Success (APLUS Fund)
Acclutronics, Inc.
AFCEA Lexington-Concord Chapter
All Seasons Table LLC
All Sports Heroes
Antris & Company, PC
Athenian Corner Restaurant & Lounge
AV Presentations
Best Western Plus Chelmsford Inn
Billicam Access Television, Inc.
BNI Referral Team
Bolton Orchers
Bottling Group LLC
BTU International Corporation
C. Thomas & Associates
Cabar Corporation
CampusWorks Inc.
The Career Place
Cavaliero’s Restaurant
Clark Caro, Inc.
Communication Photos Inc.
Community Teamwork, Inc.
Continental Resources, Inc.
James L. Cooney Insurance Agency
Cummings Properties, LLC
Datta Sales of America, Inc.
Demoulas/Market Basket, Inc.
Drug Development Resources, Inc.
E Ink Corporation
Eastern Bank
The Edge Group
Enterprise Bank
Justin Epstein Masonry
Everett Co-operative Bank
Fallon Health
Fellotte College Stores, Inc.
Gallagher & Cavanaugh, LLP
The Garden Club Federation of Massachusetts, Inc.
Gervais Ford - Lincoln - Kia
Givens Ford - Lincoln - Kia
Goodrich ISR Systems
Greater Lowell Engineering Associates, LLC
Greater Merrimack Valley Convention & Visitors Bureau, Inc.
Hankins Photography
Imaging Associates
Innovative Fabrications, Inc.
Innsbruck Therapy, Inc.
Jeanne D’Arc Credit Union
JNB & Associates, LLC
Jongas Associates
Julian Lenz Hospitality Group, Inc.
Juniper Networks
LaBonte, Inc.
Lahay Hospital & Medical Center
Larz Catering Co., Inc.
Levit Law Group
Lowell Community Health Center
Lowell Free Cents Banking
Lowell General Hospital
The Lowell Plan Inc.
Lowell Police Academy
LowellSpinners / Drew Weber
Lowell Sun Charities, Inc.
Lowell Tooth Docs
Magnos Restorations
Mannucci Oil Company, Inc.
Margarette Mexican Restaurant
Mario’s Furniture
Mass Insight Education
Meerkat Technology, Inc.
Massachusetts Association of Greater Lowell
Merrimack Valley Food Bank
Merrimack Valley Housing Partnership
New England Parenteral Drug Association
New England Woodcarvers Inc.
Next Generation Vending, LLC
Nick Diamond Entertainment Agency
Office of the Middlesex District Attorney
Omega Management Group
One Dental Care
Pearson & Pearson, LLP
PRIDEStar EMS
Progress Software
Quinsigamond Community College
Red Mill Graphics
Sage Bank
Security Services USA, Inc.
Susanne Smith Purdon Fund
The SUN
The TJX Companies, Inc.
Thomas W. Bresnan Real Estate
Trinity E.M.S., Inc.
Tсингас Industrial History Center
University of Massachusetts Lowell
Velcro USA Inc.
Waltham Fields Community Farm
Washington Savings Bank
Watermark Environmental, Inc.
WCAP
Wilderness Creations
Windrush Farm
Woodard & Cuman

Foundations

The Behrakis Foundation
The Boston Foundation
The Theodore Edison Parker Foundation
Chris & Jean Egan Foundation
Ciclopo Family Foundation
Commonwealth of Massachusetts Employees
Charitable Campaign
Demoulas Foundation
aubert J. Fay Charitable Fund
Greater Lowell Community Foundation
JON Fund
The Lowell Kiwanis Foundation, Inc.
Lowell Sun Charities, Inc.
MacLean Charitable Foundation
Nathaniel and Elizabeth P. Stevens Foundation
National Automobile Dealers Charitable Foundation
Saab Family Foundation
Women of Wilmington

Tributes

In Honor of Dr. Carola A. Cowan
Elaine N. Linscott, Annual Fund 2015
Jim and Mari Mullerin, Annual Fund 2014 and 2015
Evy Sautch, Annual Fund 2015
In Honor of Phyllis S. Gleason
Kimberly Burns and Richard Castrisio,
Keri-Lyn (Gleason) Farley Scholarship
In Honor of Robert Kauffluss
Charlotte Cardullo ‘97 and William Cardullo, Annual Fund 2014
In Honor of Edith Nourse Rogers
Theresa Mello-Kopka ’00, Annual Fund 2015
In Honor of Dennis Malvors
Charlotte Cardullo ‘97 and William Cardullo, Annual Fund 2015
In Honor of Elise C. Martin
Kimberly Burns and Richard Castrisio,
Keri-Lyn (Gleason) Farley Scholarship
In Memory of Freeland K. Abbott
Betty DiGangi, Support Staff Scholarship
In Memory of Stacy Avalione
Esther R. Rosenman-Hochman,
Dr. Carole A. Cowan Scholarship
In Memory of Peretz and
Genia Bleichman
Margaret Bleichman, Annual Fund 2015
In Memory of Emily Boudrot
Pamela Fehery, Annual Fund 2014
In Memory of Sandra M. Brennan
Christopher J. Brennan, Annual Fund 2014
In Memory of Connie and
Giuseppe (Joel) Caruso
Marie C. Caruso, Annual Fund 2014 and 2015
In Memory of Diane Celona
Louis Forte, Kim-Forte Scholarship Fund
In Memory of Harold L. Chandler, M.D.
Iris Chandler, Annual Fund 2014
In Memory of Debra Chemelli-Evans
William J. Chemelli ’75 and Mary A. Chemelli,
Student Success and Annual Fund 2014
Alice Rouze, Annual Fund 2014
In Memory of Tom Chew
Betty DiGangi, Support Staff Scholarship
In Memory of Nem Chum
Betty DiGangi, Support Staff Scholarship
In Memory of Thomas Delehaney and John Michael Delehaney
Carolyn Delehaney ’91, Annual Fund 2014
In Memory of Geraldine B. Deraong
Kathleen Scully, Annual Fund 2014
In Memory of Luisa and
Juventino Espinola
Maria D. Cunha, Annual Fund 2014
In Memory of Keri-Lyn Farley
Phyllis S. Gleason ’83, Annual Fund 2015
In Memory of Kim M. Forte
Mary J. McGurn ’01, Annual Fund 2014
In Memory of Barbara Gonsalves
Louis Forte, Kim-Forte Scholarship Fund
In Memory of William and Mary Grady
Donna Gray, Annual Fund 2014
In Memory of Philip S. Green
Scott Mackenzie ’92, Student Success
In Memory of Leo F. Grillo
Joanne Caruso, O.D., Student Success
Diane Harden, Student Success
Carol B. Henry, Student Success
Lisa and Henry Houk, Student Success
Sandra Marshall, Student Success
Carole A. Cowan, Student Success
Velcro USA Inc., Student Success
Richard and Janice Vinci, Student Success
In Memory of Dorothy Hyde
Pat S. Hyde, Mothers Memorial Fund
In Memory of Carl Jette
Sharon H. Jette, Annual Fund 2015
In Memory of John H. Judge
S. Pat Judge, Paul Sheehy Memorial Scholarship
In Memory of Henry Kazarskian
Audrey M. Nahabedian, Dr. Carole A.
Cowan Scholarship
In Memory of Kaleigh & Shane Lambert
Ann Buskey, Annual Fund 2014
In Memory of Harold J. Mangulis
Don Mangulis, Annual Fund 2014
In Memory of Garald McCarthy
Marc and Judy Burke, Annual Fund 2014
In Memory of Archie McGee
Louis Forte, Kim-Forte Scholarship Fund
In Memory of Donald J. Melisi
Joseph Gardiner, Annual Fund 2014
Peyton Paxson and Karen Muncaster,
Annual Fund 2014 and 2015
In Memory of Richard Minue
Susan A. Egan, Annual Fund 2014
In Memory of Frances Oliverio
Cheryl and Thomas Carey, Annual Fund 2015
In Memory of Rose Penta
Louis Forte, Kim-Forte Scholarship Fund
In Memory of Genevieve
Sarah Anne Quast, Annual Fund 2014
In Memory of Francis J. Reilly
Betty DiGangi, Support Staff Scholarship
In Memory of Thomas & Irene Riley
Collen and Joseph Winn, Annual Fund 2015
In Memory of Officer John Adam Savage
John D. Savage, Annual Fund 2014 and 2015
In Memory of Patricia Sancabah
Louis Forte, Kim-Forte Scholarship Fund
In Memory of Edward P. Sheehy
Robert F. Murphy Jr., Paul Sheehy Memorial Scholarship
In Memory of Paul J. Sheehy
Betty DiGangi, Support Staff Scholarship
In Memory of John Stalley
Diane C. Roscoe and Albert J. Roscoe III
Annual Fund 2014 and 2015
In Memory of Robert Sullivan
Louis Forte, Kim-Forte Scholarship Fund
In Memory of Michael and Frances Tramonte
Richard M. Tramonte, Annual Fund 2014 and 2015
In Memory of Capt. Thomas
Vaughn and Mrs. Dorothy Vaughn
Thomas J. Vaughn, Annual Fund 2014 and 2015
In Memory of Mary Ann Whitmore
Katherine E. Register, Annual Fund 2014 and 2015
In Memory of John J. Winn & Rita Winn
Colleen and Joseph Winn, Annual Fund 2015
In Memory of Matthew Zabierek
Lee Shurtleff ’96, Annual Fund 2014
Walter A. Zabierek ’95, Annual Fund 2015
In Memory of Mary E. Zodiaco
Linda Zodiaco Price ’76, Annual Fund 2014